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Abstract 
The measurement of three-dimensional onentation and posit~on parameters of an object 
from its image is a fundamental problem In machne vrsion A solut~on to thls problem is 
usually sought in the followng three steps (1) Identification and mathematical 
representatlon of image features contarrung the object pose idormation, (11) Denvation of 
appropnate projection equations relatlng the Imase features to the three-dimensional 
object geometry and (iu) Solut~on of the above system of equations for the &own 
attitude and position parameters The cholce of the proper set of imase features is 
therefore important to evolve robust algonthrns for object pose recovery 
Moment functions of the image Intensity distribution can be used to characterize global 
features of image shapes and have found wlde rangmg appl~cations In pattern recogrution 
and object idenbfication Moment functions can be used as a converuent tool to 
algebrarcally represent the ~mage-plane transformations to extract sufricient informat~on 
requ~red for pose estlmation Thrs thesis presents the mathemat~cal framework for image- 
based attitude and position estimation algorithms using image feature representation by 
moment functions A brief o v m e w  of the them is gven below 
An introduction of image based three-dimensional object pose est~mation problem its 
application areas and a revlew of related work are p e n  in Chapter-1 of the thesrs 
Chapter-2 gives closed-form solutions for the pose parameters using image feature 
points and patterns A general solut~on to the rhree-point correspondence problem for 
pose estlmation using a quatermon representatlon of the attitude parameters is derived 
Amtude estimation schemes usrng planar feature patterns marked on the object are also 
developed based on moment functions The equations for the ~rnage-plane transformat~ons 
m the moment-space are formulated and closed-form solutions of the quatermon-moment 
equations are derved for the three-dimensional object attitude parameters 
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Chapter3 provldes Iterative numencal algonthms for solving object pose recovery 
problems A nurnencal solution for the three-point pose estimation problem wth  exact 
projection equations is presented The extension of the moment based att~tude est~mation 
algonthm given m Chapter-2 to a more general pose detemnation problem is also 
formulated and solved using an iterative scheme 
Algonthms for pose estimation of general three-dimensional ngd objects using global 
descnptors denved fiom invanant moment feature vectors are described m Chapter-4 
Geometnc and orthogonal moment mvanants are used for attitude and positlon estimation 
bv matchmg invanant image features A novel concept of moment surfaces IS introduced 
to rmmrmze the amount of storage and search time required in feature matchng routines 
Moment funct~ons have also been used to match regons In stereo image par  to 
estimate the pixel-d~spanty values for d e t e m n g  object range parameters Methods for 
moment-based stereo aatchng are presented in Chapter-5 A moment disparity finct~on 
IS Introduced as a slmlanty measure to establish region correspondence in a stereo pair 
Algonthms are validated uslng random-dot stereograms and gray-level images 
Moment hnctions generally involve complicated expresaons in Image pixel coordinates 
and requlre large amount of computations Fast algonthms for computatlon of Image 
moments are gven m Chapter-6 Contour integrat~on methods are adopted for evaluating 
geornetnc and Legendre moments of binary Images Recursive methods are developed for 
fast cornputat~on of Legendre and Zemke polynomals to ecaluate the corresponding 
moments of gray-level images A square-to-circular image transformation is proposed for 
si_mficantly reducing the computatlon tlme in Zemike moment calculations 
Chap~er-7 concludes the work presented in the thesis Future extensions that are 
possible to generalue the vanous algonthms proposed are also outlined A bnef 
description of attitude representation methods usmg Euler angles and quatern~ons are 
gven m Appenhx-1 The defimtions of geornetnc Legendre and Zemke moment 
finctlons are gven In the Appendix-:! 
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A summary of important results presented in ths theas is gn en below 
(a) The closed-form solut~ons for pose estimatton uslns three-point correspondence and 
attitude estimaQon using moments of image features lead to efficient and fast algorithms 
provldmg accurate results for the position and onentation parameters 
(b) Recursive numerical techques are applied to more general pose determnation 
problems requinng hgher order moment functions The solution vector shows fast 
convergence to the required attitude and position estimates 
(c) Geometric and orthogonal moment invanants have been used for pose estimation of 
general three-dimensional objects The concept of moment surfaces is introduced to 
- 
eliminate the need for look-up table search methods for matchng imaze features 
(d) Moment hnctions have been applied to stereopas to esrabl~sh regon correspondence 
in a stereo image par The dispant) levels in binary random-dot stereograms and real 
gray-level images have been estimated wlth good degree of accuracy 
(e) Algorithms for fast computation of geometric and orthogonal moments are 
Implemented on binary and gray-level images The improvement m the accuracy of the 
computed moments and the reduction m computation time are demonstrated The 
correctness of the orthogonal moment d u e s  are hrther venfied by reconstructing the 
image using inverse moment transforms 
